Welcome
Welcome to another edition of the HinterWelt Enterprises
newsletter! In spite of the distractions offered by an unseasonably
warm Minnesota fall, we’ve been hard at work getting our games out
the door.

Coming Soon!
HOUSE OF VEGA IS AVAILABLE NOW! Our
first supplement for Shades of Earth, House of Vega,
is now available. This 64 page soft cover scenario is
set during the Spanish Civil War, where characters
are searching for the lost artifacts of Don Altoyo de la
Vega. Nazi ghosts, feral mermaids, and a Catholic
leather golem are just some of the friends and foes
introduced in this setting. At $15 this book makes a
great addition to any modern-age game.
Our science fiction core rules, Nebuleon, is still
undergoing final edits, but should be ready for release
soon. Modeled after the great works of golden age
Sci-Fi, this latest core rules is a perfect blend of
realism and imagination. Players can choose among
several different and highly alien races, or stick with
the tried and true human. Classes range from the
highly lethal specialist to the worldly trader to the cunning
politician. Nebuleon and HinterWelt’s Iridium system are
versatile enough to delight all fans of science fiction, from
Aliens to Babylon 5. Hard cover, 240 pages, $35; look for
it at your local hobby shop in early November.

What’s News
HinterWelt’s so-called corporate retreat to the Black Hills
of South Dakota was a complete success, in spite of one
bone chilling 29 degree night in a tent. Bill, Sheba, and
Linda worked out the 2004 release and advertising
schedule, including some interesting online tools and new
retailer supports. We’re planning on six releases next
year. In the Alternate History genre, there will be Roma
Imperious (magic replaces Christianity as the guiding force of the Roman Empire); Brave
New World (the Western Hemisphere during the time of the Roman Empire); and Shades
of Urban Life (major cities of earth during WWII). The Fantasy genre release will be

Tales of Pangaea (a look at the new continent of Gaea). The Sci-Fi genre will include the
Free Traders’ League (sourcebook for Nebuleon) and FutureSkein (life on an earth where
Machines rose up and disposed of Mankind). More details as time goes on…

ACD Game Day
Retailers in the Madison, WI area might want to check out the Alliance Game Day on
Nov 15. Impressions Marketing will be repping us there, handing out free samples of
Shades of Earth.

Technobabble
We have added previews and character sheets to the Nebuleon site.
(http://neb.hinterwelt.com) Please take a moment to check out the art preview and the
chapters we have made available.
Check out the pictures of our retreat in the Black Hills of South Dakota. They are
available on our personal site http://personal.hinterwelt.com/ . Enjoy!
The Shades of Earth Generator is available on the CHARGen site. You will be able to
generate Characters for the 1930’s Alternate History RPG and store them on line for
retrieval anywhere. Log in to the CHARGen and enjoy!
http://www.hinterwelt.com/chargen/
Well, I’d better get back to Nebuleon edits. Until November…

